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Kingdom of God is filled only 
with people who knows who we with people who knows who we 
are and whose we are - live in 

sexual purity.
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� All sexual desire is dark, evil & sinful.

� Dominant thinking throughout church history. 
For example, the early church father of the 4th

and 5th centuries Augustine of Hippo.and 5th centuries Augustine of Hippo.

� Few Christian thinkers espouse a positive 
position on human sexual desires.

� The church rarely speaks on the subject or 
chooses to remain silent cause confusion. chooses to remain silent cause confusion. 

� We hear of sexual failing of spiritual leaders, 
we are shocked.

� Our silence leads to shame and denial.
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� All sexual desire is good.

� The American culture of the 60s which espoused 
free love; songs and magazines.free love; songs and magazines.

� It becomes acceptable and sexual activities 
outside the marriage are so prevalent then as it is 
now.

� Sexual behavior is acceptable & we become 
desensitized. desensitized. 

� Reflected in the divorce rate even in Singapore.

� The sexual behaviour today is that we must 
never harm or take advantage of another person.
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� Within the marriage is to enhance the � Within the marriage is to enhance the 
married   life.

� Outside the marriage is for our discipline.

9 How can a young man keep his way 
pure? By keeping it according to Your pure? By keeping it according to Your 
word.
10 With all my heart I have sought You;
Do not let me wander from Your 
commandments.commandments.
11 Your word I have treasured in my 
heart, That I may not sin against You.



� God first commanded Adam & Eve to be “fruitful 
and multiply” it does not mean there are no and multiply” it does not mean there are no 
boundaries.

� Sexual desires is natural it does not mean it is 
always right.

� And feels good does not mean it is always good.

� Not all sexual desires and expressions are good � Not all sexual desires and expressions are good 
and not all are bad.

� What matters utmost to God is sexual desire must 
be expressed in the confined of God’s ordained 
marriage is good.

.
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� That everyone who looks at a woman with lust for � That everyone who looks at a woman with lust for 
her has already committed adultery with her in his 
heart (verse 28).

� Jesus is saying that once those first look leads into 
a second look with lust and that is committing 
adultery.adultery.

� It is only when we improperly dwell on such 
thoughts to develop the recognizable experience 
of an illicit sexual buzz that we have sinned. 

.
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� When he does not value the person but 
objectify the person - body part.objectify the person - body part.

� This happens is when men develop the 2nd

look into sexual thought and fantasy. 

� Jesus says lust is a form of adultery when 
sexual desire triumphs over a person’s sexual desire triumphs over a person’s 
commitments. 

� It means fulfilling my desire is more 
important than fulfilling my commitment.
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problem.problem.

� Women  do not lust the same way as men, 
they still wrestle with lust, just expressed it 
differently.

� They do objectifying a man’s persona.� They do objectifying a man’s persona.
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2.2) We know who we are, feel 
loved, in oneness with God loved, in oneness with God 

“If it is just me against the lust, the odds are 

always against me…Whatever it is that has its always against me…Whatever it is that has its 

hooks in you, you will never be free until you find

something you want more. It is not about getting

rid of desire. It is about giving ourselves to bigger 

and better and more powerful desires…Life is not 

about suppressing and repressing your God-given about suppressing and repressing your God-given 

life force. It is about channeling it and focusing it 

and turning it loose on something beautiful.”



2.3) God gives us a new heart 
and transforms into a new and transforms into a new 
person not merely our 
behavior

2.4) To live in Kingdom of God is 
to have a close union with to have a close union with 
God
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a) 2 days of media fast.a) 2 days of media fast.

b) and replace the media time with 
time with God.

2. To approach someone to talk about it 
and to seek help to change.and to seek help to change.


